
Polaris Associates Reporting Workbench delivers real-time Operational Reporting, Drill to 

Detail, Dashboarding, and Adhoc inquiry capabilities, in an architecturally integrated business 

intelligence package for the Oracle E-Business Suite.

900+ Pre-Built Reports delivered, across 
Financials, HRMS, and Supply Chain modules.

Real-Time Data Access, while honoring 
E-Business Security.

Interlinked Reports enable Drill to Details, out 
of the box.

Empowers individual users to save their 
personal report parameters and configurations 
on standard reports.

Wizard driven Discoverer conversion utility 
included, enabling reuse of Discoverer reports 
with Reporting Workbench visualizations.

Publish reports to Excel, with live data refresh 
while maintaining your formatting and 
calculations.

Integrated with Oracle BI Publisher to produce 
Dashboard and Pixel Perfect Reports.

Multiple Output Formats: HTML, HTML Pivot, 
Excel, Excel Pivot, PDF, RTF, XML.

Document Bursting: enables parameter based 
reports for various users and groups, within a 
single report definition.

Reuse report Views across other Business 
Intelligence reporting platforms.

Schedule and email reports, with your choice 
of output.

Utilizes the same technology underlying the 
E-Business Suite, eliminating upgrade risks 
when you go from Release 11i to Release 12.

Reporting Workbench
TM

Reporting Workbench

With pre- built content encompassing Financials, Supply Chain, and HRMS for both 11i and R12, Reporting Workbench 

delivers on the promise of easy data access, better organizational insights, and one of the fastest times to value in the 

industry. Users can run reports within a 100% thin client browser interface, with the ability to extend reporting into popular 

desktop tools as their needs dictate.

Key Features Advanced 

Visualization Options

Users can choose to view their reports in a variety of visualizations, including 

web based tabular and pivot tables, SmartGrid, Graphs, Charts, PDF, Excel, and 

Excel Pivot tables. Accessing the supporting details in any format is as easy as 

clicking on the summary total, with multiple level drills to the lowest level detail. 

Additionally, you can publish the content to Dashboards utilizing our Wizards, all 

in a single reporting platform.
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900+ Pre-Built Reports delivered, across 
Financials, HRMS, and Supply Chain modules.
Produce reports in a fraction of time compared 
with traditional reporting platforms.

Drilldown’s maintained in exported or “bursted” 
reports.

Assured Upgrade Path due to full compliance 
with Oracle’s standards

Granular Admin features for Reporting              
Administrators - Eliminates the risk of runaway 
reports

Robust security for compliance with your 
security policies

Certified on Oracle On Demand

Reports Archiving feature allows you to store 
report outputs for auditing and historical 
reference.

Context sensitive help

Full support for user defined Excel Macros to 
produce Dashboard reports

Ability to build complex PL/SQL package based 
Reports

Include data sources external to E-Business in 
your reports

Share reports for user collaboration 

Multiple report output formats to suit
user preferences

Certified on E-Business Suite Release 11i and 
Release 12

Key Benefits Powerful “Bursting” feature
The ability to run a single report and generate multiple versions with personalized 
content for individual users or departments, and ‘burst’ them out in email. A critical 
component of any enterprise reporting solution, Reporting Workbench’s Bursting 
capability not only puts the appropriate content in the appropriate inbox, but eases 
the maintenance associated with delivered reports.

Ease Of Administration
Reporting Workbench leverages the Oracle Applications security. Hence, any change 
in underlying Oracle security is automatically leveraged within Reporting Workbench. 
As Reporting Workbench is seamlessly integrated into the E- Business framework, 
user training is simplified and user adoption rates are high within the familiar user 
interface.
Reporting Workbench improves productivity by allowing users to collaboratively 
share their reports with their team. Reporting Administrators can organize reports in 
shareable folders for user and departmental collaboration.

Seeded End User Layer
Reporting Workbench comes seeded with business views across Oracle HCM, 
Financials, and Manufacturing modules to jump start your reports development 
projects If you supplement your E- Business environment with a Business 
Intelligence platform, reuse the underlying framework of our reports across your 
organization. Reporting Workbench comes with a utility to migrate Discoverer End 
User Layer to retain your past investment in reporting.

For More Information
Find out how to optimize your critical business processes across your organization or to schedule a consultation, 
please send an email to sales@polarisassociates.com
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6515 Shiloh Road, Suite 200, Alpharetta, GA 30005
T: 678.339.7777  F: 678.559.0628
www.polarisassociates.com
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